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I Introduction

Higher-spin fields might help in a unified description of physical interactions. Higher-spin fields

were introduced in [8, 101, and have been considered since then in several contexts 2 3 4 5 6,

7 9 13, 14, 15, 23]. One possibility to describe higher-spin fields is by means of higher-rank

tensors, which has been also considered in alternative gravitational theories [18, 19, 20]. The

first step in any field theoretical description of this kind is the construction of a geometrical

invariant to be used as a Lagrangian. The main line of attack has been to consider higher-

rank tensors in a Minkowski or Riemannian background. On the other hand, it is interesting

to consider field theories constructed from the higher-rank tensors alone, that is, to develop

the "differential geometry" associated to higher-rank tensors in a way similar to that in which

Riemannian geometry is constructed from a second-rank tensor (a metric) 6 Therefore, we

need to construct differential invariants for higher-rank tensors. There are several general results

concerning the construction of differential invariants for tensors [1, 11, 16, 22, 241. The first

step in the construction of differential invariants is to determine the number of functionally

independent invariants which can be constructed from a given tensor and its derivatives. We

restrict our considerations to complete symmetric higher-rank tensors. In that case, the simplest

differential invariant which can be constructed contains derivatives of an order equal to the rank

of the tensor. The second step is the explicit construction of these differential invariants. For

first-rank tensors; (vectors) the solution is the Maxwell tensor while for second-rank tensors

(metrics) the solution is the Riemann-Christoffel tensor. However, for higher-rank tensors the

method faces several practical obstructions due, mainly, to the fact that the inverse higher-rank

tensor is an involved algebraic function of the original tensor 21]. Therefore, the few existing

considerations have been restricted to linearised quantities [51- see also 13, 14, 15].

Therefore, the construction of differential invariants for higher-rank tensors is still an open

problem.

The work is organised as follows. In section 2 we outline the general method for the con-

struction of differential invariants. A first result is that the simplest tensor differential invariant

contains derivatives of the same order as the rank of the tensor. In section 3 we review the

construction for first-rank tensors (vectors) and second-rank tensors (metrics). In section 4 we

outline the same construction for higher-rank tensors.

2 The Number of Differential Invariants for Completely Sym-
metric Tensors

In this work we adopt the taxonomic definition of a tensor based on the transformation rule of

its components: a tensor is something which transforms like a tensor. An rth-rank covariant

tensor G is an object such that its components G, "'ir transform like
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(y = X., Xi'., Gil ... i,(x), (1)

where

xi. = i
aya (2)

For later convenience let us also introduce

2 09 
X".b = ayaayb (3)

with obvious extensions to higher order derivatives, and

ya = 9Y a

49xi (4)

Therefore, a tensor is an object such that in the transformation rule of its components only the

transformation matrix Xia appears. When considering derivatives of a tensor, derivatives of the

transformation matrix will appear in the corresponding transformation rules; these illegal terms

show that, in general, the derivative of a tensor is not a tensor. However, by means of only

symmetrization operations we can construct a combination of derivatives not containing illegal

terms. In order to determine the number of relations of this kind we must count the relations

and the illegal terms.

The derivative of (1) is given by

OGal ... a,(Y = Xi'a - Xi-a, Xjc.9jGi,--.i�(x)

+ (Xilalc ... Xi'a, + + Xilai ... Xirac) Gi,...i, (x) (5)

The number of relations E(lnr) in (5) is the number of derivatives, n, times the number of

components T(n, r) of G, given by

T(n, r = (n + r (6)

(n - 1!r!

Therefore

E(1, n, r = n - T(n, r). (7)

The illegal terms in (5 ae (492X) given by

(,92X).l ... a. = Xil.1c, - - - Xi'a, Gil ... i, = Xi alc Ybi Gba2 ... ar (8)

The number U(1, n, r) of illegal terms is given by the number of symmetrized derivatives on X,

that is n(n 12, times the symmetries over - indices in G, that is T(n, r - ). Then,
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n(n + 1)
U(1, n, r) T(n, r - 1). (9)

2

Even when the illegal terms are Xzab they always appear in the combination shown in (8) and

therefore the counting of illegal terms is as shown above. For a further derivative we obtain

OClC2Ga1 ... ar (Y = IX il avIC2 ... Xi'a, + - + Xilai ... Xir arCIC21 Gil ... ir(X) + - - (10)

The counting of relations and illegal terms, 093X), in (10) is as above and they ae given by

n(n + 1)
E(2, n, r) . T(n, r), ( 1)

2

U 2, n, r) n(n + 1)(n 2 T(n, r - 1. (12)
3!

When considering dth-order derivatives the number of relations and the number of illegal terms,

(M+lX), are given by

(n + d - 1! (n + d - 1! (n + r -
E(d, n, r) = T(n, r = (13)

(n - 1!d! (n - 1!d! (n - 1!r!

U (d, n, r = (n + d)! T(n, r - = (n + d)! (n + r 2)! . 14)

(n - 1!(d + 1! (n - )! (d + 1! (n - )! (r - !

The possibility of finding differential invariants depends on the relative values of E(d, n, r)

and U(d, n, r). The difference of these two quantities is

A(d, n, r = E(d, n, r - U(d, n, r) = (n + d 1)!(n + r 2)! (n - 1) (d - r + 1). (15)
1(n - 1!] 2 (d + 1!r!

If d < r - 1, then A < , and there are more illegal terms than relations. Therefore, it is not

possible to find relations not involving the illegal terms. If d = r A = , and the number of

relations and the number of illegal terms are equal- then it is possible to solve for the illegal

terms but there is still no relation not involving them. When considering a further derivative,

d = r A > , we have more relations than illegal terms. Therefore we obtain a differential

invariant R with a number of components given by

R(n, r) E(r, n, r - U(r, n, r)

(n + r - 2 (n + r)! (n + r - 2!

r! (n - (n - 1!(r + 1! (n - )! (r - )!

(n + r - 1(n + r - 2 (16)

(n - )! (n - 2 (r + 1!r!
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Let us consider the above expression for special values of r and n. For the first values of r we

obtain

R(n, 1) - n (n - (17)
2

R (n 2 1 n2 ( n2 1) (18)
1 2

R(n 3 1 n 2(n 1)2 (n2+ n - 2, (19)
144

R(n 4 1 n2(n 1)2 (n 22 (n2+ 2n - 3, (20)
2880

and the resulting differential invariants are the Maxwell tensor for r = and the Riemann-

Christoffel tensor for r = 2 However, for the first values of n we obtain simpler expressions.

R(1, 0, (21)

R(2, 1 , (22)
1

R(3, r = - (r 2 r 2 - , (23)
2

R 4, r = 1(r + 22 [(r 22 _ (24)
12

Expression 16) can be rewritten as

R(n, r = (N + r 1)! (N + r 3)! n! (25)
(N - 1!r! (N - 1!(r - 2 (n - 441

where N = n(n - 12, which is the number of components of a (2r)th-rank tensor R with

components R,j,...ij, with the following symmetries: Indices are ordered in antisymmetric

couples, that is

'P'Zl i 1 ... irjr= R[iljlj ... 'M (26)

Furthermore, the tensor is completely symmetric with respect to the couples of indices [ij],

which is the first term in 25). The second term means that cyclic permutation over 3 indices in

two couples, n!/(n - 4!4!, is zero; the first part of the second term, N+r - 3!I(N - 1!(r - 2,

is the number of ways in which this choice can be made.

We must still consider the case d > r A > . In this case the corresponding differential

invariants can be expressed in terms of derivatives of R. It is however still interesting to

consider the corresponding number of invariants, given by (15). In the second-rank case, r = 2,

the corresponding expression reduces to

A(d, n 2 n (d - 1) (n + d 1)! (27)
2 (n - 2 (d + 1!
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Scalar invariants are obtained from 27) just by substracting the n(n - 12 conditions which

fix a local Lorentz transformation. We obtain

S(n, d = R(n, d - 1n (n - = 1 n (d - 1) (n + d 1) _ n (n - ). (28)
2 2 (n - 2 (d + 1! 2

This result coincides with that in 16] for scalar invariants. Our formulae 27) and 28) have

been obtained by means of a simple counting of relations and illegal terms and therefore our

procedure is clearer than the one used in 16]. Furthermore, our formula 28), even when

numerically equivalent, is simpler than that in 16].

3 Explicit Construction of Invariants

Let us start by considering a vector field A with components Ai. The corresponding transfor-

mation rules are

A,, y = X Ai x) . (29)

The derivative of 29) is given by

ObA. (y = Xi. Xjb OjA (x) + Xi ab Ai X (30)

Therefore, the derivative 30) is not a tensor. The number of relations in 30) is n2' while the

number of illegal terms, ,92X), is n (n + 1) /2. Since 30) is a linear algebraic system of equations

there must be n - n(n 12 = n(n - 1/2 relations not involving the illegal terms 02X) In

fact, we have

Fab Y) X'a X'b Fi (X) , (31)

where

Fj 49iA - 9Ai. (32)

which we recognise as the Maxwell tensor.

Let us now consider the same construction for a second-rank symmetric tensor g a mtric,

with components gij. The first result for a metric was obtained by Gauss 12] for n = 2 In

1861 Riemann constructed 17] what is today known as the Riemann-Christoffel tensor. Let us

start by reminding some simple results. The inverse metric g-1 is defined as the tensor with

components gii satisfying

9 ik 9ik (33)
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This is not only the definition of the inverse metric g-1 but also a linear algebraic system of

equations; we have n 2 equations and n2 unknowns, therefore the system has a unique solution.

The determinant of the metric is given by

g = det(gij = 1 fil ... il Ch ... i. giij, ... i.j. (34)
n!

The condition for 33) to have a solution is g :A 0. In this case we can define

9 CHI ... Zn-1 EJ31 ... 3n-1 qiljl ... gin-lin-I (35)
9 �n - 1)! -

which satisfies 33). Therefore, gii, defined as in 35), is the inverse metric.

The transformation rules for g and its derivatives are given by

gab Y = Xi. Xjb gi (X) , (36)

'9cg.b (Y = (Xi "C Xi b + Xi. Xjbc) gj X + Xi" Xib Xk,,gkgj X), (37)

Odcg.b (Y = [Xi dc. Xjb + Xi. Xjdcb + Xi. Xjdb + Xid. Xj,::b g(x)

+ I (xi,,, Xi b +Xi. Xjcb) xk d + (Xi d. Xjb + Xi. Xjdb) xk C

+xi,, Xib XkdC ] ak9ii X

+xi . Xjb Xk,: X'd 91k9ii X (38)

There are several ways of constructing the invariant R through different tensor manipula-

tions. The simplest way is to solve for the terms 492X); from 37) we obtain

xk ab = Xk'�: 1"ab(Y - Xia Xi br k ij X (39)

where

Fcab = - 9'd (,9agbd+ 49ad- 9d9ab) (40)
2

This manipulation can be done because of the existence of an inverse metric g-1. Let us now

consider a further derivative of 39). We obtain

xk.bc = XkCd I'Cab(Y) + XkC '9dI'Cab(Y)

-xi rk, k I 91irkac Xi b i X - X'ax-, bc r ij X - X'a X-b X ij X - (41)

Using 39) we can eliminate the terms (a'X). On the other hand, the left-hand side of 41 is

completely symmetric and this fact allows to eliminate the derivatives (&X). We arrive then

to the Riemann-Christoffel tensor.
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It is obvious that already for this example there is an unavoidable (and, of course, undesired)

proliferation of indices. In order to reduce the overabundance of indices and terms in several

equations we make some simplifying assumptions. Let us observe that the invariant we want to

construct is of the form

p.= a2 g + g I ,gg)2. (42)

A sufficient condition for the vanishing of this invariant is that g be a constant tensor. Since R

is a tensor it will also vanish in a second system of coordinates in which the tensor g is no more

a constant tensor. In this second system of coordinates R is the simplest vanishing differential

invariant which can be constructed in this way. Let us therefore choose the metric in the first

system of coordinates as a constant

9bib2 =X'b Xb2 q (43)

From a practical point of view this choice means that we must not mind about several terms

involving derivatives on the other side of the relations. The first derivatives of this expression

are given by

(9cg.b (Y = IX iac Xjb + Xia Xjbc I 17ij) (44)

adc9ab (Y = [xi dca Xjb + Xia Xjdrb + Xi. Xjdb + Xida Xjrb I 77ij (45)

Of course, all the manipulations above work properly for a second-rank tensor (they are

specific). However, what we need is a construction method which can be used also for higher-

rank tensors. In order to construct the invariant R in a systematic way which will be useful

for generalizations to higher-ranks let us remind that the number of components means certain

symmetries. Let us therefore consider

191a2[aj9bjjb2l = Oa2aigbib2 - 9a2bj9a1b - 962aigbia2 + 49b2bj9aja2

= 2 (xi a2bi Xj"j b2 xi aja2 Xi b1b2 ) ?7ij - (46)

Let us now remind that the terms (a2X) can be solved from 44). The solution is

X'bj b = X'c r'.bi b2 (47)

Therefore

Raibia2b2 - Pa2ai%02 - 9a2bj9aib - 9b2al9bia2 + 92bj9aja2)
2

-9cd (11-ca2b, r da, b2 - rcala2r dbjb2 0 (48)
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Therefore, the vanishing of the differential invariant R is the integrability condition for g to be

of the form (43).

Now we introduce a simplification in the notation. The indices in the fixed reference frame

play no role. Therefore, the expressions above can be simplified as follows. Let us rewrite 43)

as

9.b = X. Xb (49)

The first derivatives of this expression are given by

-9::g.b (Y) = Xc X + X. Xk , (50)

19&9.b(Y) = Xd. X X. Xdcb + X= Xdb + Xd - Xcb (51)

The antisymmetric part of (51) is given by

49[a2[aj9bj]b2l = 2 Xa2bi 'Xalb2- Xaja2 Xbb2 (52)

which is 46) leading to 48).

4 Higher-Rank Tensors

The possibility of implementing the method exposed previously relies on the possibility of in-

verting several relations. However, as we will see now, the definition of an inverse tensor for

higher-rank tensors is not direct. As shown in 21] only even r can be constructed consistently.

In order to fix the ideas, we illustrate them in the fourth-rank case.

Let us consider completely symmetric fourth-rank tensor Gijkl. The inverse tensor G- is

a tensor with components Gijkl satisfying

Gikik2k3 Gjklk2k = �
I (53)

This is the definition of the inverse tensor but now, in contrast with 33), there axe more

unknowns than relations and therefore the solution is not unique. In order to avoid this unde-

terminacy let us define the inverse tensor in a way similar to 34). The determinant of G is

defined by

G = det(Gjjjj) Eij ... i� ... Eli ... . Gililkill ... Gj.j�k�l� (54)
n!

If G we can define

Gijk - 1 fiml ... M�_j ... fqj ... q.- G,Inlplql ... GMn-1Mn-1Pn-jqn-1 (55)
G (n - )!
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This tensor satisfies 53). The expression above can be generalized to

Gililkill i2j2k2l2

- ( Gi2ilk, 11 G 1j2k212 + G li2k, 11 G2j I k212 + G ii k2 11 G i2j2k,12 + G jlkl,2Gi2j2k211

+ (G i2j2k, 11 G jjjk2I2 + Gi2jjk2 11 G Ij2k,12 + Gi2jjkji2 G" j2k2I1)

I I iIi2M1 ... M.-2 ... f11 12 qj ... q.-2 Gnlnlplql ... Gn_2nn-2Pn-2qn-2 (56)
G J�n �-2) f f

Contracting with Gi2j2k2I2 we obtain that the inverse tensor (55) also satisfies the relation

G(ijl.n Gmnpq Gqlkl = Gkl (57)

By the way, this relation can be used as a better definition for the inverse tensor since now the

number of equations and the number of unknowns are equal.

Let us now outline the construction of invariants. Let us start considering the transformation

rule for G, that is,

G,,la2a3a4 == Xial Xi a2 xk a3 X1a4 GjkI (58)

The invariant we want to construct is of the form

R = 4C. + G-' (83G) (OG) + G-' (a2 G)2 + G -2 a2 G) (aG)2 + G -3 (aG)4. (59)

A sufficient condition for the vanishing of this invariant is that G be a constant tensor. Let us

therefore write

Gala2a3a = xi al Xj.2 xk a3 XIa4 7ijkl = Xal Xa2 Xa3 Xa4 (60)

where we assume that 7ijkl is a constant tensor. Then, as in the second-rank case, the differential

invariant we are looking for appears, as the integrability condition for G, to be of the form 60).

The first derivatives of 60) are given by

,9bGaja2a3a4 = Xalb Xa2 Xal Xa4 + Xal X-2b Xa3 XaI

+Xal Xa - Xab Xa4 + Xal Xa2 Xa3 Xab, (61)

abIb2Gaja2a3a4 = [Xalbib2 Xa2 Xa3 'Xa4 + Xal Xa2bib2 Xa3 Xa4

• Xal Xa2 Xa3bjb2 Xa4 + Xal Xa2 Xa3 Xa4bib2l

• [Xal (b I Xa2 Ib2) Xa3 Xa4 + Xa, (b I Xa2 Xa3 Ib2) Xa4

+Xal(bil - Xa2 Xal -Xa4jb2) + Xal Xa2(bjj Xa3lb2) Xa4
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+ Xal a2(bil Xa3 Xa4lb2) + Xal Xa2 Xa3(bil . Xa4 I b2)] 1 (62)

49bjb2b3Gaia2a3a4 [Xalbib2b3 Xa2 Xa3 Xa4 + Xal Xa2blb2b3 Xa3 Xa4

• Xal Xa2 Xa3blb2b3 'Xa4 + Xal Xa2 Xa3 Xa4bib2b3l

• [X.,(bib2l Xa2lb3) Xa3 Xa4 + Xal(bib2l 'Xa2 Xa3lb3) Xa4

+Xal(bib2l 'Xa2 Xa3 Xa4lb.3) + Xal Xa2(bib2l Xa3lb3) Xa4

+Xal Xa2(bib2l 'Xa3 Xa4lb3) + Xal Xa2 X-3(bib2l Xa4lb3)

+Xal(bil 'Xa2lb2b3) Xa3 Xa4 + Xal(bl Xa2 Xa3lb2b3) Xa4

+Xal(bil Xa2 Xa3 Xa4lb2b3) + Xal Xa2(bil Xa3lb2b3) Xa4

• Xa, .Xa2 (bi I Xa3 Xa, lb2b3) + Xal Xa2 Xa3 (bi I Xa4 lb2b3)]

• [Xal(bil - Xa2lb2l Xa,,lb3 - Xa,� + Xal(bil Xa2lb2l - Xa3 X.,lb3)

• al(bil Xa2 Xa3lb2l 'Xa4lb3) + Xal Xa2(bil Xa3lb2l Xa4lb3)] (63)

4jb2b3b4Gaja2a3a4 [Xajbjb2b3b4 'Xa2 Xa3 Xa4 + Xal Xa2blb2b3b4 'Xa3 Xa4

• Xal Xa2 Xa3bib2b3 Xa4 + Xal Xa2 Xa3 Xa4bib2b3b4l

• [Xal(bib2b3l Xa2lb4) Xa3 Xa4 + Xal(bib2b3l Xa2 Xa3lb4) Xa4

+Xal(bib2b3l Xa2 Xa3 Xa4lb4) + Xal Xa2(bjb2b3j Xa3lb4) Xa4

+Xal Xa2(bjb2b3j 'Xa3 Xa4lb4) + Xal Xa2 Xa3(bjb2b3j Xa4lb4)

+Xal(bil Xa2jb2b3b4) Xa3 Xa4 + Xal(bil Xa2 Xa3jb2b3b4) Xa4

+Xal(bil Xa2 Xa3 Xa4lb2b3b4) + Xal Xa2(b I Xa3lb2b3b4) Xa4

• X1 Xa2(bl Xa3 Xa4lb2b3b4) + Xal Xa2 Xa3(bil Xa4jb2b3b4)]

• [Xa,(bib2l Xa2lb3b,) Xa3 Xa4 + Xal(bib2l Xa2 Xa3lb3b4) Xa4

+Xal(bb2l Xa2 Xa3 Xa4lb3b4) + Xal Xa2(bib2l Xa3lb3b4) Xa4

+ Xal Xa2(blb2l Xa3 Xa4lb3b4) + Xal Xa2 Xa3(bjb2j Xa4lb3b4)

+ [Xal(bib2l Xa2jb3j 'Xa3lb4) Xa4 + Xal(bib2l Xa2lb3l 'Xa3 Xa4lb4)

+Xal(bib2l Xa2 Xa3lb3l Xa4lb4) + Xal(bil Xa2lb2b3l Xa3lb4) Xa4

+Xal(bil Xa2lb2b3l - Xa3 Xa4lb4) + Xal Xa2(bib2l Xa3lb3l Xa4lb4)

+Xal(bil Xa2lb2l Xa3lb3b4) Xa4 + Xal(bil Xa2 Xa3lb2b3l Xa4lb4)

+Xal Xa2 (bi b2l ' Xa3 b3l ' Xa IN) + Xal (b I Xa2 lb2l ' Xa3 Xa4 lb3b4)

+ Xal(bil Xa2 Xa3lb2l Xa4lb3b4) + Xal Xa2(bil Xa3lb2l Xa4lb3b4)]

+Xal(bil Xa2lb2l Xa3lb3l Xa4lb4) (64)

Then, the derivatives above contain terms of the form

MG = (MA) A 3 + (a3A) (aA) A 2 ,92 A)2 A2 + p2A) (,9A)2 A + (,9A)4, (65)

11



a3G = (a 3A) A3 + (a 2A) (OA) A 2 + (OA)3 A (66)

,92 G = (a2 A) A3 + (A ) 2A2 (67)

3aG = (OA A (68)

where A = X.

The way in which the different terms are combined is given by the comments following 26).

Then, we have

Rjji2i3i4j1j2j3j = Si1i2i3i4j1j2j3j4 (something) (69)

where

Si1i2i3i4j1j2j3j4 = Oi1i2i3i4Gj1j2j3j4

(49j1i2i3i4Gj1j2j3j4 + Oilhi3iAli2hh

+ aili2hiAlhW4 + Oi1i2i3j4Gj1j2j3i4

+ (OJ1j2i3i4Gjji2j3j4 + a1i2j3i4Gi1j2i3j4 + '9j1i2j3j4Gj lj2j3i4

+ O1j2j3i4Gj1i2i3j4 + Oi1j2i3j4Gj1i2j3i4 + 49i1i2j3j4Gj1j2i3i4)

(ai1j2j3j4Gj1i2i3i4 + OJ1i2j3j4Gj1j2i3i4

+ Oj1j2i3j4Gj1i2j3i4 + aj1j2j3i4Gjji2i3j4)

+aj1j2j3j4Gjji2i3i4 - (70)

and "something" contains derivatives of G of lesser order in a combination such as to cancel all

transformation matrices appearing there.

It must be by now clear the kind of algebraic manipulations necessary to construct the

desired invariant and that they are quite involved. Work is in progress to develop a calculational

algorithm to determine the full expression of the differential invariant involving the non-linear

terms and the inverse tensor (55).

5 Conclusions

We have outlined the construction of differential invariants for higher-rank tensors.
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